
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 

Association: Associate Alumnae of Douglass College 

Dear Traveler, 

One of the sincerest forms of respect is actually listening to what another has to say — Bryant H. McGill 

We at AHI Travel owe much of our success to listening and responding to our valued partners. Everything from 

Single Waiver offers to our Alumni Campus Abroad programs arose in partnership with your input. We 

understand that listening and responding is a valuable skill. Today, we are pleased to announce another in a 

long line of actions that you have inspired. 

For some time, we have been flexible with the initial Administrative Fee that is applied to cancellations once a 

reservation has been confirmed. Instead of charging this to the traveler, we have kept it on the books as a 

credit toward a future trip until December 31 of the following year with the hopes of securing a future booking. 

This has been a successful strategy. 

In response to the current environment, we have worked with our suppliers to relax the normal Cancellation 

Fee schedule for 2022. And up until now, we have maintained the normal approach to our Administrative Fee. 

It has been brought to our attention that there is concern that in today’s environment that even this generous 

approach could become an impediment to securing a reservation. With this in mind, beginning on October 1, 

2021, all bookings received will receive a refund of their deposit up to 90 days prior to departure. From 89 to 76 

days, the terms will revert to the normal Administrative Fee approach of a credit of $300 toward a future trip 

booked by December 31 of the following year. Within 75 days, our current relaxed Cancellation Fee schedule 

will be maintained. 

Here is the official verbiage we will use: 

CANCELLATION-You will receive a full refund for cancellations made up to 90 days prior to trip 

departure. Cancellations from 89 to 76 days prior to departure will be subject to a $300 per person administrative 

fee. The withheld administrative fee may be applied to a future AHI Travel program that will operate in the current 

calendar year or year following cancellation. The credit will be applied to the final billing and may not be used as 

part of the initial deposit. It is non-transferable and is not valid toward the purchase of an AHI Cruises independent 



cruise. Cancellations from 75 days to 60 days prior to departure will result in forfeiture of 25% of the entire cost 

of the trip per person; 59-30 days, 50% of the trip cost per person; cancellations from 29 days up to the time of 

departure will result in 100% forfeiture of the entire cost of the trip. TRIP CANCELLATION INSURANCE IS 

AVAILABLE. AN APPLICATION WILL BE SENT AFTER YOU RESERVE. All cancellations must be submitted 

in writing to AHI Travel. CANCELLATION OF TRIP OPTIONS-Purchases of optional excursions, trip extensions 

and additional hotel nights become fully non-refundable 45 days prior to departure. Air transportation and private 

transfer purchases are subject only to penalties assessed by the airlines and transfer suppliers. 

We hope this approach will encourage worry-free bookings and provide your travelers with a peace-of-mind 

reservation process. Please contact your Sales Team should you have any questions. 

Wishing you and your travel program every success. 

With Warm Wishes! 

Your AHI Team 
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